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	Paper Title: Generalised Nash Solution to the Puzzle of 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 Shares in Sharecropping
	Abstract: Stiglitz admits that no widely accepted theory can explicitly determine the commonly observed crop shares of 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 in sharecropping. This implies that no one signs these contracts in theory and sharecropping does not exist. If we assume that the owner of sharecropping farm maximises their expected profit under uncertainty to determine the clear-cut terms for signing contract, Stiglitz’s puzzle can be solved. For pure sharecropping in between fixed-wage and fixed-rent contracts, the landowner and the sharecropper are joint owners from the risk-sharing partnership perspective and certainly bargain to split the yield for their respective profit. Our partnership model endogenizes the bargaining powers of the landowner and the sharecropper from their respective cost of inputs provided and steps away from the ambiguities in locating the disagreement payoffs of two players in the Nash program, yielding 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 crop shares according to the generalised Nash solution in the signed sharecropping structures. These structures can simultaneously maximise the expected profit of each partner and ensure them to sign the sharecropping contracts. For accuracy, we also employ the strategic game of alternating offers to achieve identical results as the unique Nash perfect equilibrium, thereby justifying our bargaining approach.
	Keywords: endogenous bargaining powers; generalised Nash solution; puzzle of 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 crop shares; risk-sharing partnership; sharecropping
	JEL Code: C71, D21, Q12
	Introduction: The sharecropping model has been known as the basic paradigm of principal-agent. However, the crop share  is designed by a risk-neutral landowner for a risk-averse sharecropper (Singh 1989, 37) and has a dimensional error. Suppose the output is measured in  and the utility  of a sharecropper is a function of their output: The output variance, , has the dimension , and the Arrow-Pratt absolute risk aversion coefficient, , has . Thus,  has , and  unlikely equals the pure fraction 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 crop shares, which are commonly observed in sharecropping.
  If viewed from the risk-sharing partnership, the landowner and the sharecropper certainly bargain over the yield to maximise their respective expected profit under uncertainty. Thus, our partnership model follows Bell and Zusman’s (1976) and Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky’s (1986) work to determine the sharecropping structures that can make the two partners voluntarily sign contract. 
This model endogenises the bargaining powers of two partners and obtains the crop shares of 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 as the Nash bargaining solution. Our model can explain why 50-50 is the dominant outcome and why labour terms are never found in sharecropping.
  Section 2 presents how the dominant crop share (1/2), and other crop shares (3/5 and 2/3) are derived from the risk-sharing partnership. Section 3 presents the concluding remarks.
	Methodology: In a risk-sharing partnership, a landowner and a sharecropper provide land and labour, respectively, and share the cost of a cooperating input to coproduce for sharing the expected profit. Both owners certainly maximise the expected profit of sharecropping farm and bargain to split the yield to maximise their respective profit. This coincides Nash’s (1950) idea that both the individual rationality and the group rationality must be satisfied in the bargaining situation, that is, everyone in the group doing what is best for himself and for the group.
Following Nash’s axiomatic approach, both owners first maximise the expected profit of sharecropping farm. The Pareto optimal input quantities characterise the group rationality, that is, each partner does best for the farm. Second, both owners determine the landowner’s crop share in the expected revenue and their cost share of the cooperating input, characterising the individual rationality that the landowner and the sharecropper maximise their respective expected profit. To this end, we extend Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky’s (1986) approach using the power weights and to capture the bargaining powers of the landowner and the sharecropper from their respective inputs cost. And we obtain the commonly observed 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 crop shares according to the generalised Nash solution. We also employ the strategic game to achieve identical results as the unique Nash perfect equilibrium. This proves Nash’s (1950) idea, ‘the two approaches to the problem, via the negotiation, or axioms, are complementary; each helps to justify and clarify the other’.
	Results: Proposition 1: In sharecropping, the landowner and sharecropper need stipulate the optimal land size, optimal cooperating input, landowner’s cost share of cooperating input, and 50-50 crop share split if their cost of inputs are equal.
Proposition 2: In sharecropping, both partners need to specify the optimal land size, optimal cooperating input, landowner’s cost-share  of cooperating input, and their crop share as the generalised Nash solution if they provide the different cost of inputs.
Proposition 3: As long as  holds with the fluctuation of each input price, and the market value of each input, the 50-50 crop share should not change in sharecropping. If , the dominant crop share must fall from 1/2 and shift to 3/5, 2/3, and so on, to ensure .
Here,  plays the role of anti-fluctuator, which ensures that both partners provide the same cost of inputs and have the 50-50 of the expected profit. In this case, 50-50 crop share is dominant. When no input is shared, 50-50 crop share is likely to be dominated by 3/5 or 2/3 in the signed sharecropping structures.
Proposition 4: If the optimal land size, optimal cooperating input, landowner’s cost share of cooperating input, and their crop share as the generalised Nash solution are specified in sharecropping, the landowner and the sharecropper will voluntarily sign the contract. Optimal labour level can be self-enforced ex-post by the sharecropper.
 Sharecropping contracts need not specify the labour terms.
	Discussion and Conclusion: Our model does not follow the prevailing Cheung’s (1968) or Stiglitz’s (1974) paradigm as their sharecropping farm does not pursue profits. We cannot identify the farm owner based on the structure of residual claims, nor can we ascertain whether the landowner can maximise their revenues or utilities without considering the land cost. In mathematical analysis, regardless of finding the maximum or minimum with a condition, the Lagrange multiplier method is the only available approach. Extrema occur at critical points where all partial derivatives are zero. Only via diminishing marginal returns and constant marginal cost of each input can we discover the maximum from critical points. Without considering the marginal cost of land, the landowner cannot maximise their revenue on a farm.
Our model follows Nash’s bargaining game because it requires both the individual rationality of each player and the group rationality to be satisfied. This coincides with the risk-sharing partnership where the landowner and sharecropper simultaneously maximise the expected profit of farm and each partner. In contract negotiation, only when both owners can receive their mutually agreed share of the expected profit of sharecropping farm, that is, 1/2, 3/5, and 2/3 crop share as the generalised Nash solution, will they sign these sharecropping contracts.
The limitation of our study is that sharecropping is a unique example involving the bargaining problem with endogenous bargaining power; we cannot guarantee that our method of endogensing the bargaining powers is applicable to the generalised case. This is the future direction of bargaining research.


